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The Roaring Girls in association with Hull Truck
Theatre, The Pleasance and Absolutely Cultured,
with support from House, In Good Company and
Waterside Arts Centre, present:
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WHO ARE THE ROARING GIRLS?
The Roaring Girls  are a Hull-based theatre
company creating work that is fierce, feminist,
and fun.
 
Using autobiographical narratives to explore
the world as we experience it, we’re keen to
make work that talks about things that we,
and our audiences, can relate to. We believe
that approaching big, sometimes taboo
subjects on a personal level, allows us to talk
about these topics with our audiences. Our
work is the first part of a conversation- our
audiences leave laughing, crying, and most
importantly, talking.
 
The Roaring Girls are currently Artists in
Residence in The University of Hull's Drama
Department and Affiliated Artists at Hull Truck
Theatre.
 
Find out more about the company, and our
previous work at theroaringgirls.co.uk



about the show: BEACH BODY READY
Beach Body Ready is a radically joyful show about our bodies. 
 
Blending impassioned rants with cheesy fitness routines, and  live, informal chats with a beach trip on
film, this show unpacks how we've been told we should look, and how that makes us feel.
 
Somewhere between theatre and conversation, this semi-improvised show tackles big subjects in
accessible ways. Beach Body Ready is filled with laughter and celebration, but also brutal honesty; this
is an autobiographical show, using our personal experiences with negative body image, disordered
eating, and the impact of people's comments on our appearance. 
 
With a beach-hut set, beach balls, biscuits, and a banging sound track, Beach Body Ready is a bright,
colourful explosion of infectious self-confidence.
 
This is a call to arms, a call to self-love, and a warrior cry that we are human, and we won’t suffer as a
result.
 
We want to start a conversation that continues long after the show ends. We share our stories in the
hope that our audiences will share theirs too - to chat with us, with their friends, and their family. 
 
 For more information and to watch the

trailer, visit theroaringgirls.co.uk/beach-
body-ready

http://www.theroaringgirls.co.uk/beach-body-ready/


What Audiences say:
"Funny and irreverent and full of beating raw
hearts. Anyone who's ever felt shame or self
loathing, anyone who's wept at the mirror or
longed to do cartwheels in the streets. This is
for you. Everyone should see it."

"This funny, joyful and poignant
show has delighted audiences
here in Hull with its unique
blend of personal testimonies,
moving encounters and big big
laughs... an extraordinary
company of young women who
will delight and inspire your
audiences."

Mark Babych, Artistic Director,
Hull Truck Theatre

"The Roaring Girls have made something
incredibly heartfelt, hilarious and important,
Beach Body Ready delivers the message and
energy we've all needed."

"This show has made me proud of all I have
achieved - my stretch marks are now my
tiger stripes."

"This is what theatre is for. Live,
loud, fun, tough and world-
changing."

Paul Smith, Artistic Director,
Middle Child Theatre



"Beach Body Ready is a wonderful
show produced, written, directed and
performed by truly inspirational
women.    The show is not about
getting your body ready for the
beach, its about taking the body you
have to the beach. After seeing the
show I realised it is okay to not like or
be happy with parts of your body,
everyone feels bad about themselves
sometimes and that’s okay, but this is
the body you have and you should
make the most of it. We need to be
kinder to ourselves and make the best
of the body we have.  We also need to
be kinder to each other."

Laura, age 13 ¾

"I have seen the show twice with my
teenage daughter Laura.    She loves
it.    At a time when her body is
changing so much it is important for
her to know that she is not alone, and
that it is a normal part of life.    The
main thing that we all learned was
that we only have one body, some
work better than others, some are
different shapes or colours, but we all
deserve to go to the beach.    We all
deserve to live the best lives we
can.  No, we don’t always have to like
our bodies, but don’t let it stop you
being who you are."

 
Gail, Laura's mum



What the PRESS says:

 ★★★★★ - Voice Mag

★★★★★ -  Within Her Words

★★★★★ - Broadway Baby 

★★★★★ - Fringe Biscuit

★★★★ - Three Weeks

★★★★ - Broadway World

★★★★ - Theatre Weekly 

★★★★ - The List

★★★★ - The Wee Review

 

"Engaging, funny and inclusive"
The Guardian

"Full of high energy and powerful
statements, it’s an amazing hour of body
positivity that couldn’t be more needed in
our current society"
Broadway Baby

"Contagiously joyful and fiercely frank The
Roaring Girls set a new standard in
discussing body image."
Fringe Biscuit

"Beach Body Ready is the show the world
has been waiting for"
Within Her Words

British Council Showcase and Guardian recommended show at the Edinburgh Festival 2019



Beach Body Ready promotes open and honest conversations about body image and self-confidence.
This is a crucial discussion for young people to engage in, and this show facilitates the fist part of this
conversation.
 
In 2019, The Mental Health Foundation* conducted a study that showed that among teenagers, 37% felt
upset, and 31% felt ashamed in relation to their body. 40% of those young people also said that images
on social media caused them to worry about their body image.
 
Our schools audiences leave Beach Body Ready feeling heard, feeling empowered, and knowing that
they are not alone. Conversations about the subject matter can be continued and deepened through
workshops facilitated by company members.
 
The Roaring Girls are experienced delivering exciting and thought-provoking workshops, with years of
experience creating work with and for young audiences. All of our performances are relaxed, helping to
foster a positive, supportive environment in which our audiences feel safe and heard.
 
In addition to facilitating a safe, supportive environment within our workshops, we will leave your
school a Teachers Pack filled with resources to help further this conversation, and direct you and your
students to places you can find help.
 
Beach Body Ready and accompanying workshops explore self-esteem through drama, promoting
healthy attitudes, and can be incorporated into your PSHE curriculum. The show also provides Drama
and Performing Arts students an example of excellent devised theatre, and the company is able to help
students develop their own practice.
 
*www.mentalhealth.org
 

why book Beach Body Ready?



ENGAGEMENT
What about wraparound activity?
 
POST SHOW DISCUSSION
Each performance can be accompanied with a post-show discussion with the cast and director. 
 
WORKSHOPS FOR THEM
Workshops give your students the chance to work with The Roaring Girls in the same way that we
work with professional collaborators. We provide a number of workshops on devising skills, creating
autobiographical theatre and self-esteem. Please see our workshop page (page 9) for more
information.
 
BESPOKE FOR YOU
If you have a specific idea for a workshop, or an idea you'd like us to explore with your students, then
please do get in touch and we'd be happy to tailor a package.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d1883a_ed4db47775104ee69d064bac0b552dc3.pdf


WORKSHOPS
The perfect companion to Beach Body Ready, The Roaring Girls offer
workshops which can be geared towards GCSE or A-Level/FE
students.
 
We take pride in delivering fun and inspirational workshops, which will
boost their self-esteem and confidence, as well as developing skills
needed for creative collaboration.
 
The Roaring Girls theatre-making workshops enable your students to
experience our process and develop their own skills. 

Exploring issues related to well-being/ social
issues through  drama
Devising theatre
Developing a range of theatrical skills and
applying them to creating performances
Developing creative, collaborative, and safe
practice

Links to the curriculum:



THEATRE MAKING

Or, if you'd like The Roaring Girls to work with
you on a specific project or to develop specific
skills with your students, we can tailor the
workshop to you and your students needs - just
let us know!
 
Images  from work with Hull Truck Youth
Theatre.

DEVISING SKILLS workshops help develop your
students as theatre makers. While learning how
professional theatre companies devise, there is a
focus on collaborative creation and teamwork.
Students leave with a tool kit of exercises and
techniques that they can use in their own work.
 
Workshops in AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL THEATRE
lead your students through the process of how
Beach Body Ready was made. With fun,
practical exercises that can be applied to their
own work, students leave feeling inspired, with
the tools and techniques to turn an initial
fleeting idea into a performance.

Building on the exploration of body image in
Beach Body Ready, this workshop uses creative
expression to empower your students. By
creating a supportive environment, students are
encouraged to develop skills that improve self-
esteem, self-expression and confidence; and
develop positive social interactions.

SELF-ESTEEM WORKSHOPS



AVAILABLE FOR TOUR 2020 

SPACE
REQUIRED:
 
 
TECH
REQUIRED:
 
CAPACITY:
 
RUNNING TIME:
 
SUITABILITY:

Minimum 6m x 5m
stage
End on
 
Speaker PA system
Basic LX rig if available
 
Maximum 150
 
60mins
 
Key Stage 4+
Some strong languge
 

For more information, an
informal chat about what we
offer, or to book, please email

Sarah Penney
sarah@theroaringgirls.co.uk

 
 




